
Empathy in Design
Feeling with people to create meaningful things

@brianpagan#EmpathyinDesign



I’m not an expert…
I’m just on a journey and would like to share that with you. 



Deep connections
make relationships real.



Image by Design by Fire Events, slightly modified: https://flic.kr/p/9yfdZV

The hidden world of 
user experience
“What people experience is often determined by 

tacit knowledge or latent needs 
and is often difficult to express in words.”

- Dr. Froukje Sleeswijk Visser (an expert)

https://flic.kr/p/9yfdZV


Image slightly modified, from: Sleeswijk Visser, F., Stappers, P.J., van der Lugt, R., Sanders, E.B.N.Contextmapping: Experiences from practice. CoDesign: International Journal of CoCreation in Design and Arts, 1(2), 2005, 119-149.

Experience 
happens here:



We tend to block deep connections.

ourselves others



Empathy enables deep connections.

ourselves others



As UX professionals, we need to 
know about and feel with
people to create meaningful things.



Hi, I’m Brian Pagán.

Work: Philips

Write: brianpagan.net

Tweet: @brianpagan



Deep Understanding 
Deep Connection
Gut-Level Intuition 



Image by The RSA, slightly modified: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw#t=23&channel=theRSAorg

“Empathy is feeling with people.”
- Dr. Brené Brown

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw%23t=23&channel=theRSAorg


We’re actually wired for it.
Image credit: Singer, T., Seymour, B., O'Doherty, J., Kaube, H., Dolan, R. J., & Frith, C. D. (2004).Empathy for pain involves the affective but not sensory components of pain. Science,303(5661), 1157–1162.



Empathy Framework “The empathizer can enter, wander 
around and step out of the other 
person’s world.”

- Froukje Sleeswijk Visser

1. Discovery

2. Immersion

3. Connection

4. Detachment

Framework included in: Kouprie & Sleeswijk Visser, F (2009) A framework for empathy in design: stepping into and out of the user’s life. Journal of Engineering Design 20(5) 437-448



Empathy Framework

“[The practitioner] makes a connection on an emotional level with the user 
by recalling his own feelings and resonating with the user’s experience.”

- Froukje Sleeswijk Visser

1. Discovery

2. Immersion

3. Connection

4. Detachment

Framework included in: Kouprie & Sleeswijk Visser, F (2009) A framework for empathy in design: stepping into and out of the user’s life. Journal of Engineering Design 20(5) 437-448



Here are two ways to improve
empathic connection

Align our own experience with the other person’s

Proximity

Ability
Develop our empathy skills



Increase proximity
Watch & listen to people
Simulate the context
Become your user



Watch & listen 
to people
Home visits
Interviews
User tests
Get out of the office!

Image by Todd Fong, slightly modified: https://flic.kr/p/7B1HzW

https://flic.kr/p/7B1HzW


Simulate the 
context
This age-imitating suit at MIT 
simulates being 80 years old.

Image by the BBC, slightly modified: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-27524741

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-27524741


Become your user
“The key is the mental and the emotional 
issues. I realized those issues are real.”

Image from CNN: http://edition.cnn.com/2012/06/05/health/drew-manning-fit2fat2fit-lessons/

- Drew Manning, Fit2Fat2Fit

http://edition.cnn.com/2012/06/05/health/drew-manning-fit2fat2fit-lessons/


Develop Ability
Acting workshops
Mindfulness practice
Travel and experience



Take an acting workshop

Image from The Los Angeles Method: http://vimeo.com/110875846

http://vimeo.com/110875846


Practice Mindfulness

People who meditate or practice 
Mindfulness regularly have 
increased activity in the brain’s 
empathy circuit.

Image from: Keysers, C. (2010). Empathy: shared circuits and their dysfunctions. Dialogues in Clinical Neuroscience, 12(4), 546–552.



Experience as 
much as you can
The more diverse experiences you 
have to draw from, the easier it is 
to relate to others’ experiences.

Image by Moyan Brenn, slightly modified: https://flic.kr/p/mRuRZ4

https://flic.kr/p/mRuRZ4


Empathy in a Team
Hire your own customers
Use your own products
Tell stories about people
Use empathy mapping



Hire your own customers
Burton Snowboards only hires 
snowboarders for product development.

Image by Burton: http://youtu.be/oxHzE8JVkVQ

http://youtu.be/oxHzE8JVkVQ


Use your own products
The Creative Director of Philips’ 
kitchen appliances cooks lunch 
with his team every week.



Tell stories about people
“When you lie in a hospital bed all 
day, all you do is look at the roof, 
and it’s a really shitty experience.”

Image by Paul Bennett: http://www.ted.com/talks/paul_bennett_finds_design_in_the_details

- Paul Bennett

http://www.ted.com/talks/paul_bennett_finds_design_in_the_details


Use Empathy Mapping 
to enrich your personas.

Image by Nikki Knox, slightly modified: http://uxmag.com/articles/how-to-use-persona-empathy-mapping

http://uxmag.com/articles/how-to-use-persona-empathy-mapping


Use Contextmapping
for deep insights

Image by Froukje Sleeswijk Visser: Visser, F., Stappers, P., Lugt, R., & Sanders, E. (n.d.). Contextmapping: Experiences from practice. CoDesign, 119-149.



@brianpagan

As UX professionals, we need to 
know about and feel with
people to create meaningful things.



Empathy Over Ego
“The best user experience designers 
practice UX because they love getting to 
know people on a very personal level.

Their passion in life is connecting with 
other people and understanding them in 
ways others don’t.”

- Whitney Hess

Image by John Morrison, slightly modified: https://flic.kr/p/773d6E

https://flic.kr/p/773d6E


Thank you
Let’s feel with people & create meaningful things!

@brianpagan#EmpathyinDesign

bit.ly/empathyindesign

Slides and references!


